
MEDIA RELEASES 

POPULAR SINGAPOREAN DRAMAS AND 
MOVIE CLASSICS TO DEBUT ON AMAZON 

PRIME VIDEO 

The deal will see four popular Mediacorp English dramas and two classic movie titles 
produced by Mediacorp Raintree Pictures, available on-demand to Amazon Prime Video’s 

customers in Malaysia and Singapore. 

Singapore, 17 April 2023 – Subscribers of Amazon Prime Video can soon take their pick from a new 
catalogue of made-in-Singapore dramas and movies, thanks to a deal between the global video 
streaming service and Mediacorp, Singapore’s national media network. The deal will see four 
popular Mediacorp English dramas and two classic movie titles produced by Mediacorp Raintree 
Pictures, available on-demand to Amazon Prime Video’s customers in Malaysia and Singapore. This 
collaboration is in line with Mediacorp’s efforts to deliver unique Singapore perspectives and stories 
to the world through content distribution deals with global and regional partners. 

From 20 April, subscribers will be kept on the edge of their seats with gripping titles such as 
psychological thriller Third Rail, mystery series Reunion, as well as nostalgic period 
dramas Titoudao and This Land is Mine. They can also brace themselves for laughs aplenty with the 
movie Dance Dance Dragon, while reliving yesteryear in bygone Singapore with It’s a Great Great 
World. These titles, and many more, underscore Mediacorp’s commitment as Singapore’s largest 
content creator to producing quality, compelling content that appeals to audiences of various tastes 
and preferences. 

For synopses of the titles, please refer to Annex A. 

Jesslyn Wong, Head of Content Distribution, Mediacorp, said, “We are delighted to collaborate with 
Amazon Prime Video for the first time to bring some of the most well-loved Mediacorp shows to its 
subscribers. Having our homegrown productions available on one of the world’s leading streaming 
services is testament to Mediacorp's strength at telling authentic local stories that resonate with 
audiences both at home and beyond. This collaboration is also part of Mediacorp's commitment to 
diversify and double up distribution efforts to expand the footprint of our productions so that more 
audiences can enjoy Singapore stories.” 

For details on how to enjoy these dramas and movies over Amazon Prime Video, please 
visit primevideo.com 

 

https://www.mediacorp.sg/media-releases
http://www.primevideo.com/

